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KP® Ten-Frame TilesBase Ten Blocks

Mathematics educators have identified the tremendous benefits of using groupable manipulatives for 
understanding place value concepts. The comparison below highlights many of the differences between a 
typically used pre-grouped manipulative and KP® Ten-Frame Tiles.

GROUPABLE MANIPULATIVE
KP® TEN-FRAME TILES*

PRE-GROUPED MANIPULATIVE
BASE TEN BLOCKS

Students must know how to count objects to 10 before 
they can use base ten blocks as a learning tool.

Because of each quantity’s appearance on the ten-frame, students can . . .
• begin engaging with the base-ten number system even before they can count.
• learn to count within the important organizational structure of 10.
• use 5 and 10 as benchmarks for gauging quantity.
• compose and decompose all numbers within 10.
• learn a wealth of concepts and actions with ones that repeat at more complex
   levels with tens, hundreds, etc.
• develop a sense of “ten-ness,” an awareness that builds mental-math and 
   estimation skills.

This base ten manipulative is the one most 
commonly used in elementary classrooms 
today. 
While for many years it was the best that was 
available, that is no longer true.

This place value manipulative, patented in 
2013, has significant advantages for teaching 
and learning in elementary classrooms. 

Every quantity 0-10 has a unique, “signature” look on the ten-
frame. Students quickly develop a visual memory of quantity 
and associate number name, numeral, and quantitative look.

Students must count to determine quantity.



Non-mathematical 
terminology is used to 
name each component 
beyond the unit. 

Neither the components’ 
numerical values 
nor the relationships 
between and among 
the components are 
communicated by their 
names.

Block Flat Rod Unit
Tile-of-100 Tile-of-10 1-tile

Each component’s name conveys its 
numerical value and its relationship to one, 
the first number in the counting sequence.

The components’ names correspond to the 
place names in the place value system. 

Only when one already knows that the base-ten system groups by 
tens does trading-ten-for-one begin to make sense. Even then, the 
necessity of counting-to-trade is cumbersome, distracting, and masks 
the ease, simplicity, and elegance of grouping and ungrouping.

Building numbers with ten-frame tiles is intuitive. As students build with 1-tiles, tiles-
of-10, and tiles-of-100, they discover how the base-ten number system works: every 
full ten-frame is grouped to create the tile whose value is 10 times greater, and the 
process repeats endlessly.

The tile-of-10 has two identities: 
it is, at the same time, 1 ten and 
10 ones.

To group 10 ones into 1 ten, 
students cover 10 1-tiles with a 
grouping tile to create one tile-
of-10. 

To group 10 tens into 1 
hundred, students cover 10 
tiles-of-10 with a grouping 
tile to create one tile of-
100.

The tile-of-100 has three identities: it is, at the 
same time, 1 hundred, 10 tens and 100 ones.

To represent 
grouping 10 tens 
into 1 hundred, 
students trade 10 
rods for 1 flat.

Since each tile contains its grouping-by-tens history, students begin counting with a 
single 1-tile and still have that original 1-tile in their tile-of-1000!

To represent grouping 10 ones 
into 1 ten, students trade 10 
units for 1 rod. 

Trading is not an action that takes place in the number system. 

GROUPABLE MANIPULATIVE
KP® TEN-FRAME TILES

PRE-GROUPED MANIPULATIVE
BASE TEN BLOCKS

Students cannot put the components together and take them apart. Students put together components and take them apart in groups of 10.

Where are
the ones???



The place value view of 364 shows random configurations in each place.

Such patterning suggests something deep and powerful: When students learn the 
relationships, behaviors, and actions that occur in the ones place and between the ones and 
tens places, they have learned what occurs in every place and between any two adjacent 
places across the entire system.

GROUPABLE MANIPULATIVE
KP® TEN-FRAME TILES

PRE-GROUPED MANIPULATIVE
BASE TEN BLOCKS

The place value view of 364 shows quantities in the ones, tens, and hundreds places in “ten-
frame formation,” suggesting the notion of an “invisible” ten-frame in every place throughout 
the system.

Students who learn with ten-frame tiles . . .
• Explore and discover the way base-ten numbers work.

• Group and ungroup intuitively.

• Build a deep and thorough understanding of 0-10 concepts and processes, a foundation for 
    understanding those same concepts and processes in all other number sets in the system.

• Apply the ten-frame representation of number relationships and actions to every place in 
   the system.

• Build fluency through direct connections between their number work with tiles and written
   methods.

• Develop a visual memory of “math-with-tiles” so that they come to rely on mental and 
   written strategies in place of physical representations.

• Experience the simplicity and elegance of the number system.
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KP® Ten-Frame Tiles are an indispensable learning tool for young students at all ability levels.


